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Let k be any fmite extension of the rational field Q and D a given order of li. 
Consider the set of the full decomposable forms which correspond to the invertible 
fractional ideals of D. In an earlier paper the author studied partitioning this set 
under rational and genus equivalence when X-/Q was a normal extension with D 
invariant under its galois group. There it was shown that the set of rationally 
equivalent classes of such forms is a group under composition of forms, and 
similarly for the set of genera. The number of rationally equivalent classes of forms 
in each genus of forms was found to be a certain multiple of the index of the sub- 
group of global norms in the group of everywhere local norms of k/Q. In this paper 
these results are proved in complete generality for any order D of an arbitrary num- 
ber field k, using an idelic approach suggested to the author by recent work of 
Miyake on the theory of central extensions, For an invariant order D in a normal 
extension k/Q, we exploit the Calois cohomology together with Miyake’s results to 
say much more about the group structure induced by rational equivalence. ( 1987 
Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be any finite extension of the rational field Q and D a given order 
of k. Consider the set of the full decomposable forms which correspond to 
the invertible fractional ideals of D [ 11, Sect. 31. In an earlier paper [IO] 
the author studied partitioning this set under rational and genus 
equivalence when k/Q was a normal extension with D invariant under its 
galois group. There it was shown that the set of rationally equivalent 
classes of such forms is a group under composition of forms, and similarly, 
for the set of genera. The number of rationally equivalent classes of forms 
in each genus of forms was found to be a certain multiple of the index of 
the subgroup of global norms in the group of everywhere local norms of 
k/Q. 
In this paper these results are proved in complete generality for any 
order D of an arbitrary number field k, using an idelic approach suggested 
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to the author by recent work of Miyake on the theory of central extensions 
[ 16, 171. For an invariant order D in a normal extension k/Q, we exploit 
the galois cohomology together with Miyake’s results to say much more 
about the group structure induced by rational equivalence. For instance, 
we give an algorithm to determine the invariant factors of the subgroup of 
rationally equivalent classes lying in the principal genus when k is abelian. 
The special case of biquadratic fields k is treated in the final section. 
This research was begun during my stay at the Mathematics Department 
of the University of New South Wales during the latter part of 1983 and 
completed following my stay at UCLA in the spring of 1984. I wish to 
extend my gratitude to the members of the staffs of both universities for the 
kind hospitality I received during my respective visits. May I express 
special thanks to Neil Ormerod at the University of New South Wales for 
bringing to my attention his own and Miyake’s work on central extensions. 
2. RING, CENTRAL, AND GENUS EQUIVALENCE 
Throughout. k/Q is a finite extension of degree n of discriminant 6 and D 
a fixed order, say of conductor f. Let k(D) = { CX/P ] I, p E D, p prime to f ), 
the ring of quofients of the order D, with k(D)’ denoting its subset of inver- 
tible elements. An element j, in k is said to be positiue if its norm Nj, > 0. 
For any set WE k, let W+ denote the subset of positive elements of W; and 
if S is a set of k-primes, let IV’ denote the subset of elements of W which 
are prime to the primes in S. Denote by I, the group of fractional D-ideals 
prime to the conductor f of D. For any k-modulus m, let Z,(m) denote the 
subgroup of ideals in I,, which are prime to m. Similarly, for any set S of 
k-primes, we write Ii for the subgroup of ideals in I, which are prime to 
the finite primes in S. When D = 0, the maximal order, we simply write Z 
for I,. 
To discuss the ring, central, and genus equivalence in I,, we retain the 
notation from Section 2 in [IO]. Fix a Z-free basis (Q, , . . . . (on) for the 
maximal order 0 in k to provide an orientation for the full modules in k. 
(If M is a full module in k, a Z-free basis (7,. . . . . y,) for M is said to be 
orienred if the transition matrix C= (c,;), ci, E Q, given by ;I, = C coo, 
( 1 <j < n) satisfies det C > 0 [ 111.) With respect to this basis for 0, fix an 
oriented basis {p,, . . . . p,, ’ for the order D. Each ideal A in I, with oriented 
basis ia,, . . . . CL,,) has norm m(A) = det(a,,), where (a,), 0,~ Q, is the trans- 
ition matrix defined by OL, = C a,~, (1 d j d n). Ideals A and A’ in I, are 
(ring) equivalent if A = yA’ for some positive 7 in k(D). The group of 
equivalence classes of such ideals is called the ring cluss group V of the 
order D. The subgroup P, of fractional D-ideals belonging to the principal 
class in %’ corresponds to a congruence subgroup B = { ct0 1 x E k(D) + prime 
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to f } defined modulo f. The classfield K, corresponding to .B is the ring 
classfield of D. Identifying the partition 1(f)/B with %? it follows from Artin 
reciprocity that V g G(K,/k), an explicit isomorphism given by the Artin 
map a. The maximal extension Kz of k in K, which is of the form k. M 
with M/Q abelian is the genus field of D. It corresponds through classfield 
theory to the principal genus 9 of %‘. The genus number g(D) = [Kg : k] 
gives the number of general in the partition of 55’ by $9. Each genus is 
characterized in terms of the numerical characters XD called genus charac- 
ters, associated with the maximal abelian subfield R, of K,. If X is the 
subgroup of X, which annihilates each D-ideal norm prime to 6, then %‘/9 
is canonically isomorphic to X,/X [ 111. 
The p-component xP of any character x in -“r, is expressed in terms of a 
local norm symbol from R,/Q; namely, 
x,(x)=X0 C-x, KD/Ql, ’ for .Y prime to p, 
where [ , K,/Q], denotes the local norm symbol of K,/Q at p and 2 is 
any character of G(R,/Q) inducing x. The group Xn,P generated by the 
p-components of each 1 in XD has order equal to the ramification index of 
R,/Q at p. For the maximal order 0 it is known [ 121 that in the case k/Q 
is galois, the group :X0 p is generated by the p-components of the numerical 
Artin characters associated to the maximal abelian subfield R, of the com- 
pletion k, of k at p. In particular, the group XO,P has order equal to the 
ramification index c?, of k”,,/QP. For later reference we shall write e,+ (D) = 
[X,,P: XO,P] for the size of the genus increase at p relative to the maximal 
order. 
The classes in V which contain ideals A with R(A) = 1 comprise a sub- 
group d contained in 9. The classtield KA corresponding to d we con- 
tinue to call the central classfield of D, and its index z(D) = [K”, : k] is the 
number of central classes in the partition of V by ,cy’. 
We give the idelic analog of the notions of ring, central, and genus 
equivalence next. We refer the reader to Weil [20, pp. 281-2071 and Lang 
[13, pp. 145-1501 for the necessary background material interrelating the 
classical ideal-theoretic and more modern idelic approaches in classfield 
theory. 
For any prime p (finite or infinite) denote the field of p-adic numbers, its 
ring of integers and group of p-adic units by QP, Z,, and UP, respectively. 
We consider k and k @o Q, as subgroups of additive group of k-adeles A, 
via the usual embeddings, and denote the multiplicative group of k-ideles 
by Jk. The norm maps from A, to A,, k @o Q,, to QP and k, to QP are 
denoted by N, NP, and N,, respectively. As customary tJyl= U,, 
Vi’] = 1 + pi gives the standard filtration of the group U, of p-adic units. 
Let k be the maximal abelian extension of k (in some fixed algebraic 
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closure) and k# be the kernel of the corresponding Artin map ak: Jk -+ 
G(k/k). 
An idele c1 is said to be positive if the norm of its infinite component is 
positive. If S is any set of k-primes and Tz Jk, let Ts be the subset of ideles 
CI in T with component aP = 1 for each p in S, and denote by T+ the subset 
of positive ideles in T. Let vv be the usual additive valuation on k,. 
The tensor product 0, = 0 Oz Z, is the maximal order of k @ QP and is 
naturally identified as a product n, ,P 0, of local maximal orders 0, for 
k,, where p runs through the distinct primes of k lying above p. Given a 
collection { DP} of orders of k 0 Q, for each rational prime p such that 
D, = 0, for almost all p, there is a unique global order D of k satisfying 
DOZ, = D, for all rational primes p. Indeed, D = 0 nP D, with index 
[0: D] = n,, [O,?: D,,] (chiefly Theorem 2, p. 84 in [20]). In particular 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between global orders D of prime 
power index [0: D] =pl’ and the orders of k @ QP. 
In view of the above remarks, we shall write D, = D 0 Z, for the order 
of k @ Q,, which corresponds to a given global order D, denoting its unit 
group by U(D,). Let D, be the closure of D in k, with corresponding unit 
group U(D,). Clearly D, z n,, ,,, D, and U(D,) E n, ,P U(D,). The ideles a 
in J,, with components c(,, in U( D,,) for each rational prime p dividing the 
conductor ideal norm Nf, together with the principal ideles lying in k(D) x, 
generate a subgroup J, referred to as the D-ideles. If U is the group of unit 
ideles of k, then U, = Un J,] will be called the group of unit D-ideles. 
Since J,nk” =k(D)” clearly J,n k” U,+ = k(D)” U,+, so that the 
inclusion map of J, into J, induces an isomorphism i : J,/k(D) ’ U,+ -+ 
J,lk x U;. 
Now let S, be any finite set of rational primes containing co and the 
prime divisors of the conductor ideal norm Nf. Let S be the set of k-primes 
which lie above those primes in S,. It is known [20, p. 1353 that k x Jf is 
dense in J, so Jk = k x U,+ Ji and consequently J, = k(D) ’ U,+ Jf. Consider 
the map I,Y: U,+ J: -+ Is given by 
a = (a,) 4 n (p n D)“P(~P). (1) 
P$S 
It is surjective with kernel U,+ and induces an isomorphism 
I: J,/k(D) x U; + +F? for which the diagram 
/ 
J,/k(D) x U; --- %? 
(2) 
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commutes. Here 5, is the isomorphism of classilield theory so K, is the 
classlield corresponding to k X U,+ The order of V is thus the index 
h,=[JP:kXUD+] whichisseentoequal [J/i:k”U+].[k”U+:k”U,+]= 
h,[U+: lJ,+]/[E’: E,+], where Ef = U+ nk” and E; = UA nk” are the 
groups of positive units of 0 and D, respectively. Setting indices 
i,= [U(O,): U(D,)] and s= [E+: E,+], we find that 
h,=$ n i,. 
PIN 
(3) 
The index ip = &f,)/#‘(f,), where f = f,? with the maximal T such that 
(i, p) = 1, C$ is the Euler function for k, and d’(fP) is the number of reduced 
residue classes modulo f, in D. This is the same formula for the number of 
ring classes in I, which Dirichlet obtained classically [ 51. 
We now determine the idele subgroups of Jk and J, which corespond to 
the classlields KT, and Kg. It is well known from genus theory [6, 12, 14, 
161 that Kz/k is the classfield to k x U,t NP ‘(Q x ), so that the genus 
increase e,+ (D) = [N,( U(0,)) : N,,( U( D,))] for any finite prime p. The idele 
group k x U,+ Np ‘(Q x ) corresponds via the isomorphism ; to the subgroup 
k”U,+Np’(Qx)nJ,=k(D)” U,‘(Np’(Qx)nJ,) of J,. To find which 
idele subgroups correspond to K”,/k, consider the commutative diagram 
where each map is surjective, 
(4) 
Here I, is the restriction to NU,+ (NJk).‘” of the projection map 
2: JQ-+Qx given by 
6p((ctp)) = sgn(a,) n p’p(‘p’. (5) 
p flnlte 
Since the ker I, is NU,+ it follows that the ker(No I,,) = ker(l,n Iv) = 
U,+(J,Sn N-‘(l))= U,+ .nIPdSo N,-‘(l).HenceIP’(&‘)=k(D)” lJ~.n,,,, 
N; ‘(1)/k(D) x U,+ . In view of (2) the subgroups of J, and J, which corres- 
pond to the classfield K0 are k x U,+ . np + s0 N; ‘( 1) and k(D) x U,+ . n,, 4 so 
N; ‘( 1 ), respectively. 
The classlield tower under consideration here together with the 
corresponding subgroups in %?‘, Jk, and J, are conveniently displayed for 
future reference. 
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KD - 1 
I I 
k” U; k(D)” U; 
I 
G - -rrl - k”U,+. n N,-‘(l)- k(D)” U;. n N,-‘(l) 
I I P 4 so P 4 so 
I I 
Kg ~ g”L ~ k”U,+N ‘(1) ----k(D)” U,+(k”N ‘(l)n&,) 
I 1 i 1 
G -rep k”U,+NP’(Qx)- k(D)” U,+(NP’(Qx)nJ,) 
I I 1 I 
k -97 Jk J” 
(6) 
We have included one additional classlield which is ordinarily studied in 
genus theory, the EL-genus classfield K EL of k/Q with respect to the order 
D. It is the classfield to the subgroup k” U,+ N-‘(l) of Jk. The 
corresponding subgroup FJEL of %’ is the principal EL-genus and %F:/2YEL 
describes the partition of ring classes under EL-genus equivalence. If 
K, 3 k 3 Q is a normal tower, the field KE,L is known [16] to be the 
maximal EL-abelian extension of k/Q contained in K, with G(KF/k) con- 
tained in the center of G(KEL/Q). In any case, since k x U’N-‘( 1) n 
k”U,+N~~‘(Qx)=k”U,+N~‘(1)~(UfnN~’(Qx))=k”U,fN~’(1), the 
EL-genus field KEL = Kz Ki. In particular, when D = 0 we find that 
FYEL = d. 
There is a precise characterization to determine whether two D-ideals A 
and A’ lie in the same genus, EL-genus or central class given in terms of 
their norms. Before stating this result we single out the two relevant 
subgroups of Q x. Elements of NJ,n Q x are called (everywhere) local 
D-norms; those of Nk(D) y, global D-norms. Of course, when D = 0 we 
simply call them (everywhere) local norms and global norms respectively. 
THEOREM 1. Two ideals A and A’ in I, lie in the same 
(i) genus if f  R(A)/R(A’) is an everywhere local D-norm, 
(ii) EL-genus if f  N(A)/W(A’) is an everywhere local D-norm and a 
global norm, 
(iii) central class i f f  N(A)/N(A’) is a global D-norm. 
fn particular, the partitions %I/& z NJ, n Q “/Nk(D) * and g/C!?“” z 
NJ,nQ”lNk”. 
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Proof: Taking the quotients of the groups appearing in diagram (4) by 
the kernels of the respective maps yields the commutative diagram of 
induced isomorphisms, 
which, in turn, gives rise to another commutative diagram 
J,/k(D)” lJ,+. n N;‘(l) - VI& 
P c so 
Iv N’ 
P 
(7) 
NJ,/N(k(D) x U;) - =WNJ,)IWD) x 
Here 7, fi, and 9 are the quotient isomorphisms induced by 1 in (2), 
the idele norm N and Y in (5), respectively. The isomorphism N* is 
induced by the D-ideal norm m followed by the isomorphism 
NI,/xPn z 2’( NJ,)/Nk( D) x arising from the multiplicative approxi- 
mation theorem. The idele groups k(D) x U,+ (N-~‘(Q x ) n JD) and 
k(D)” U,+(k”N-‘(1)n JD) correspond via fV to subgroups 
N(k(D)” U,t).(NJ,nQ’) and N(k(D)” U,+).(NJ,nNk”) of NJ,, 
respectively, in (7). Since 3’ acts as the identity on Qx, these in turn 
correspond to the subgroups NJ, n Q x and NJ, n Nk” of Y(NJ,). 
The statements of the theorem are now immediate in view of the corre- 
spondences in diagram (6) and the fact that NJk n Q “/Nk x z 
NJ,nQx/NJDnNk”. 
One consequence of Theorem 1 is that EL-genus equivalence may be 
described arithmetically in terms of the “collapsing” of D-ideals to ordinary 
O-ideals. 
COROLLARY 1. Two D-ideals A and A’ lie in the same EL-genus iff A0 
and A’0 determine the same central class of ordinary O-ideals. 
We set the index i(k/Q)=[NJknQx: Nk”] as in [lo]. From 
Theorem 1, we find that i(k/Q)I [??: A]. We say that the Hasse principle 
holds for D if [‘3: d] = 1. Classically when D = 0 and k/Q is cyclic the 
fact that [3: &] = 1 is the celebrated Hasse Norm Theorem. 
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3. RATIONAL AND GENUS EQUIVALENCE OF THE 
FULL DECOMPOSABLE FORMS OF D 
Next, we introduce the full decomposable forms associated to any order 
D in a finite extension k/Q of degree n. The main results in Section 3 of 
[lo] concerning the rational and genus equivalence of such forms remain 
valid in the more general setting. 
To each ideal A in I, and choice of oriented Z-free basis {LIP, . . . . s(,,) 
there corresponds a full decomposable form 
f(x,, . . . . xn)=N(c!~.u, + ‘.’ +cc,,x,,,/rn(A). (8) 
Recall that two such forms are rationall~~ equivulent if there is a substitution 
of variables, say .u:= C c,,.Y, (1 < 1 <n), C,,E Q, with det(c,,) = f 1 and 
denominator den(c,) (the least common denominator of the c,,) prime to 
the conductor f, which takes one form into another. Arguing as in [IO, 
p. 2541 we find that under the operation of composition of forms the set of 
classes of rationally equivalent forms corresponding to the ideals in I, is a 
group isomorphic to %?/,d. Since % 2 .c3 there is a natural partition of the 
classes of rationally equivalent forms into genera of forms forming a group 
isomorphic to %/Y. Each genus of forms is characterized by the character 
values x(a) (x in !fD) of the numbers a represented by the forms in the 
genus. We prefer to give the equivalent idelic formulation to describe the 
genera which we shall justify in the sequel. First we begin with some 
relevant preliminary remarks on local forms. 
Fix a Z,-free basis {p,, . . . . p,) for D,. We will ordinarily use the same 
basis as taken for D in the last section. To each D, module A with Z,-free 
basis {a,, . . . . a,, } there corresponds a local form 
J’(x,, . . . . x,)=N,(cc,.v, + ..t +cc,,x,,)/&(A) (9) 
with norm N,(A) =det(uV), where (a,), U;,E Q,, is the transition matrix 
defined by 01~ = C uVp, (1 <j d n). Two such forms (9) are equivalent if there 
is a unimodular p-adic substitution over Z, taking one form to the other. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A and A’ be uny tw’o integral D, modules brith fixed 
buses {a,, . . . . a,} and {cx’,, . . . . a:,}, respectively, and N,,(A) and Np(A’) in U,,. 
The local forms corresponding to A and A’ are equivalent iff N,,(A)/xJA’) 
lies in NP(DP). 
ProoJ Suppose f’(-u,, . . . . x,) = ~Jcr,.u, + ... + tx,.x,,)/~,,(A) and 
f'wl 1 . . . . xl) = NJ@‘, xi + + six; )/N,(A’) are equivalent. Choose x:. E Z, 
so that CX’, x’, + . + &xk is a unit of D, and set a =f”(x’, , . . . . .u;). Then for 
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some choice of xi in Z, N,(cc,x, + . . + a,x,)/qA ) = N,(!xi x; + . . . + 
&,x:)/N&A’) = a, so that NJA)/R,,(A’) lies in NJ!,). 
To prove the reverse implication suppose N,,(A)/N,(A’) = N,,y with non- 
zero y in D,. We may as well assume 1’ = 1 since the form (9) 
corresponding to yA’ with basis (ycc’, , . . . . 7~; ). is identical to f“. The trans- 
ition matrix (co) given by rxj=C c,cc: (1 <j<n) has det(c,,) = 
NJA)/nJA’) = 1 with coefficients ci, in Z, since det(&) is a p-adic unit. 
The unimodular substitution xi. = C c,,x, (1 < i 6 n) then transforms f’ to J: 
We return to the global setting considering a full decomposable form (8 ). 
By extending scalars we consider it as a local form over Qli for any finite 
prime p. Two global forms (8) are genus equivalent if they are locally 
equivalent for all finite rational primes p. (This is just the notion of semi- 
equivalence in [lo].) 
THEOREM 2. Let A and A’ he arz)’ ideals in I, with fixed bases 
(c(,, . . . . a,,} and (a’, , . . . . a:,}, respectively. Their correspondingfbrms (8) lie in 
the same genus if and only if m(A )/m(A’) is an everywhere local D-norm. 
Prooj We may assume that A and A’ are integral D-ideals and prime 
to 6. Since N(A)/N(A’) = N,(A)/n,,(A’) at each rational prime p, the direc- 
tion + is clear. For the reverse direction t single out a finite rational 
prime p. Using the multiplicative approximation theorem and multiplying 
in %?I&, we can assume that the representative ideals A and A’ are chosen 
prime to p also. Then N(A)/m(A’) lies in N,(D,), so that the corresponding 
forms f and f’ are locally equivalent at p by Proposition 1. As the choice of 
p was arbitrary, this argument shows that .f and ,f’ are locally equivalent 
everywhere so genus equivalent as desired. 
From Theorem 2 it follows, in view of (i) in Theorem 1, that each genus 
of forms is characterized by the values x(a) (x in TD) for the numbers a 
prime to SNf which are rationally represented by the forms in that genus. 
This justifies the definition of genus equivalence given here (cf. [lo]). 
THEOREM 3. Let A and A’ be any ideals in I, with fixed bases 
(cI], . . . . ct,,) and (a;, . . . . c$, i, respectively. Their corresponding fi)rms (8 ) are 
rationall?, equivalent if and only if N(A )/N(A’) is a global D-norm. 
Proof: The forms corresponding to A and A’ are rationally equivalent 
iff A and A’ lie in the same central class, so just apply Theorem 1. 
The following corollary is immediate. 
COROLLARY 2. The classes of rationally equivalent forms in the principal 
genus form a group isomorphic to the group of everywhere local D-norms 
module global D-norms. 
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We conclude this section with a illustration. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let k = Q(0), where tJ3 = 2. Take { 1, 8, 13~) as a basis for 
the maximal order 0 of discriminant 6 = - 108 with h, = 1. The element 
E = 8 - 1 is a fundamental unit, and the prime 3 totally ramifies in k, say 
3 = q3. Consider the order D generated over Z by the basis { 1, 38, 3%‘). It 
has conductor f = (3) with 4(f) = 18. Since [E+ : E,+] = 3 we get h, = 3 in 
formula (3). 
The norm form corresponding to D is 
fo(x, y, 2) = N(x + 3yB + jze2) =x3 + 54y3 + 108,-) - 54xyz; 
hence it follows that N, U(D,) = ( + 11 . Ug’l with e:(D) = 3. In particular 
K, = K”, = K*, = k([ + { ~ ’ ) from genus theory, where 5 = exp( 2ni/9), so 
d=3=1. 
We may take the D-ideals determined by the principal O-ideals (0’) and 
(0) to represent the non-trivial cosets of @?:/A’. Using oriented bases (2, 68, 
38’) and {2, 38, 3t12} respectively for these representative D-ideals, gives 
corresponding forms 
,f,(x, 1: z) = aN(2.x + 6$I + 3~0~) = 2.x3 + 108.~~ + 27~~ - 54-y~~ 
and 
f>(x, I’, z) = tN(2x + 3~0 + 3~8~) =4.x3 + 27~‘~ + 54:) - 54Xyz 
in (8). The indexing we have chosen to distinguish the form classes here is 
compatible with their corresponding genus invariants. Given any integer 
w $ 0 (mod 3), let ind, MJ denote the index of u’ with respect to the 
primitive root 2 of 9. Then MI is integrally represented by that form f, for 
which i = indz )V (mod 3). 
4. CENTRAL EXTENSIONS 
We outline here the results and tools from the theory of central exten- 
sions of number fields that will be needed to analyze the partitioning of full 
decomposable forms under rational equivalence. We primarily cite Miyake 
[ 16, 171 as a guide in the exposition. While we specifically work with the 
rational field Q as the base field, many of the results generalize for arbitrary 
base field. 
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Let k/Q now be a finite galois extension, say with G = G(k/Q) of order n. 
For each Q-prime p we single out a k-prime p lying above p, which we call 
distinguished. Let G, and H, be the decomposition and inertial groups, 
respectively, for the local extension k,/Q, of degree np. Its ramification 
index e = eP = 1 H, 1, the residue degree S= f, = [G, : HP] and index 
g=gp= [G: Gp] =n/n,. Its maximal abelian subextension fi,/Q, has 
degree ii,,, ramification index e” = E, and residue degree f=J: The inertial 
field I, of k,/Q, is that which is fixed by H,. For any subset WC A, and 
subgroup Hc G let WdH denote the group multiplicatively generated by 
elements of the form a(a)/@ for invertible tc in W and u in H. For any 
rational prime 1, let ,u,(k,) be the group of l-power roots of unity in k,. 
Finally we assume all algebraic extensions of k lie in a fixed algebraic 
closure. 
For any abelian extension KJk with K/Q normal, let K’, KEL and K* 
denote the central, EL-genus, and genus classfields, respectively, of K. 
Recall [ 161 that the central classfield K” is the largest subextension of K/k 
with G(K”/k) contained in the center of G(Ko/Q). The EL-genus classfield 
KEL is the largest subextension of K/k which is everywhere locally a com- 
positum of k, with an abelian extension of Q,,. The genus classiield is the 
largest subfield of K which is a compositum Mk with M/Q abelian. With I? 
denoting the maximal abelian extension of k as before, we have from 
Miyake [ 161 that G(k”/k*) z N ‘(Q X )/k ‘( J;i”” which in turn is isomorphic 
to H?(G), the dual of the Schur multiplier of G. In addition, it is easy 
to deduce from Miyake’s remarks in [ 161 (chiefly the lemma) 
that G(F”/~EL)~~kNN’(l)/kxJ~G, which in turn is isomorphic to 
y ‘(l)/J:G(knN-‘(l)). 
There are analogous notions of central and genus classfields for local 
extensions [ 161. Given a tower of normal local extensions K,, 2 k, 2 Q,, 
the genus field Kz of Kp/k, is the largest subextension of K,/kp with 
NX.ptikP K,* x 3 N; ‘( 1). If k, is the maximal abelian extension of k, (in some 
fixed algebraic closure for k,), Miyake finds that H2(Gy), say of order sP, is 
isomorphic to N; ‘(1 )/k<“u, or N; ‘( l)/(k @ Q,,)“” in view of Shapiro’s 
lemma. Given any finite extension K,/k, with K, c k, and normal over Q,,, 
its central classfield K; with respect of k,/Q, corresponds to some norm 
subgroup V, of k,” containing kiCp. Then V, n N; ‘( 1) corresponds to a 
subgroup W, c H,(G,) with H2(Gp)/Wp z G(K”,/Kz) when viewed as a 
quotient of G(F@g). 
To tie the local and global pieces together we use a well-known result 
from Tate [3. p. 1981. Consider the map COR: LI, H2(G,) -+ H>(G) 
defined by COR z = 1, co@ zP in terms of the corestrictions co@. It has 
cokernel isomorphic to G(kEL/k*)g NJI, n Q “/Nk x, the group of local 
norms modulo global norms. The Hasse norm principle holds for k/Q 
precisely when COR is surjective. 
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Taking all of this into account, we have the commutative diagram 
LI HAG,, 1 -N-‘(~)/J;“=~N,’ (l)/(kOQJd 
p I p I 
COR 
imag:(COR) 
G(k”jEEL) - k”N-‘(l)/k’J$G 
where t is the natural quotient map c( + ak “J$“. The bottom isomorphism 
is that induced by the Artin map. The ker t = J$‘(N ‘( 1) n k ’ )/Jf’ z 
ker COR. 
Now t factors via the local quotient projections 
,I,: N,, ‘(1)/k@Q;G-rN,‘(1)/(N,‘(1)nk”J,3G) (11) 
or, equivalently, upon identifying N, ‘( 1 )/(k @ Q,,)” with N;‘( 1 )/kiGp, via 
jb,: N,‘(1)/k;2G‘-Ny1(l)/(Ny’(1)nk”J,3G). (12) 
This corresponds to taking the quotients of each H,(G,) by ker co@- in 
(10). We obtain a commutative diagram 
~~~~(G,)/kercor$ m nN,‘(l)/(N,-‘(l)nk”J~G) 
P 
I- 
,’ 
COR = &,F.& 
I 
f=II7, (13) 
image (COR) - k”N. ‘(l)/k”J;6 
with each component i,: N; ‘(l)~‘(l)nk”J~G)-+k”N~‘(l)/k”J;lG 
injective with image ip E image corzu. Here 1 ker COR 1 = / ker COR I/ 
(n, Ikercor$I)=[J,dG(NP’(l)nk):J~‘]/(~,, [N;‘(l)nk”JfG:k;2Gp]). 
Set cP= IkercorgpI = [IN,‘(l)nk”J,d”: ktGp]. 
Suppose K is any normal extension of Q with kc Kc k. Its central 
classfield K” with respect to k/Q corresponds to some idele subgroup V of 
Jk containing Jf”. From diagram (lo), V n N- ’ ( 1) then corresponds to a 
subgroup T, LI, ker co@ c TG LI, H2(Gp), with image(COR)/COR( T) 2 
G(K”/KEL) when viewed as a quotient of G(k”/kEL). If COR( T) = 1 so that 
G(K”/KEL) = G(ko/EEL), we say that K”/k is an almost abundant central 
extension of k/Q. Following Miyake we call K”Jk an abundant central 
extension of k/Q if G( K’/K* ) z H2( G). Clearly, any central extension which 
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is almost abundant and satisfies G(KEL/K*) = NJ, n Q “/Nk x is abundant 
and conversely. 
We will be primarily concerned here with ring class extensions of k/Q. 
These correspond to admissible subgroups of Jk containing J,. The 
maximal ring class extension L of k/Q thus corresponds to the idele group 
k”J,. The maximal central ring class extension is L” which corresponds to 
k#J JAG=k#U JfG 
Q k 0 L , where U, = nP UP the product over the finite 
rational primes p. The equality holds since J, = Q # x U,,. In particular, 
G(L”/LEL)zk+?JON~‘(l)/kW,,JfG so 
G(L”/LEL)rk” U,N~‘(l)/k” U,JfG 
rN~‘(l)/(U,n~~‘(l)) JfG(knN.-‘(1)). (14) 
To see the first isomorphism in (14) observe that k#U,JfGn 
k”U,N-‘(l)=k”U,J~G(k#nU,N-‘(1))=k”U,J~G(k#nN-’(l))since 
Nk# c Q# by the properties of the Artin map. But then 
k”U,J~G(k#nN-‘(l))=k”U,JfG since k#nNN-‘(l)gk”J,dG as a con- 
sequence of Miyake’s lemma in [ 161. The last isomorphism in (14) follows 
since 
N~‘(l)nk”U,J,dG=J,dG(knN-‘(l))(U,nN-’(1)) (15) 
as NU,nQ= 1. 
We assert that the subgroup Tz II, ker co@ which corresponds to 
Vn N-‘(l) with V=k#U,JfG (or k”U,J~G by what was just argued) in 
diagram (10) is (II, TP) .ker COR, where T, is the subgroup of H,(G,) 
containing ker co@ corresponding to ( UO n N; ‘( I))( N; ’ (1) n k x Jf’) 
through the isomorphism H2( G,)/ker co@ z N; ‘( 1 )/( N; ‘( 1) n k x J$“). 
Indeed this follows in view of (10) and (13) since t( Vn N-‘(l)/JfG)= 
t((UonN~‘(l))J~G/JfG) by (15), and (U,nN-‘(l))J,dG/JfG= 
nP (U, n N,-‘( l))(k 0 Q,)“/(k@ Q,)dC. In particular, COR( 7’) = 1 iff each 
cor$( T,) = 1. 
Reformulating the above in terms of the local extensions kp/Qp, where 
L; denotes the completion of Lo/k in k, with local genus field Lp*, we have 
the following proposition. Note that L:/k, is a finite extension for every p. 
PROPOSITION 2. For each distinguished k-prime p, 
G(L~/L,*)~H,(G,)/T,~NN,‘(~)/(U,~~N,’(~))(N,’(~)~~“J,~~). 
In particular, L” is abundant iff U, n N; ’ (1) c N; ‘( 1) n k x JfG for each of 
the finite ramified primes p. 
Prooj The first statement is an immediate consequence of the genus 
theory for local extensions. Indeed, since NLplk P L,” x = k# U 0 k JAG n k,” we 
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find that N,;,,pL,” x n N;‘(l)=k#U,Jf”n N-‘(l)nk,” is just the 
p-component of (U,nN~‘(l))(knN~‘(l)) Ji” by (15) which equals 
(17, n N; ‘( 1 ))(N; ‘( 1) n k x Jf”). The isomorphisms follow since L; is a 
central extension of kp/Qp. The last statement is clear from the first in view 
of (13) and by Theorem 1 sine L” 2 Kz. 
Putting N~l(l)=N-‘(l)nk”U,J,dG, and N,$(l)=N;‘(l)n(kOQ,) 
for each Q-prime p, we set the index r = r(k/Q) = [N-‘( 1): N,‘(l)] and 
local indices rp = r,(k/Q) = [N; ‘( 1): N,:(l)]. Thus r and rp are just 
[L” : LEL] and [Lz : L,*], respectively, in view of the above. As a con- 
sequence of Proposition 2 we obtain from (13) the commutative diagram 
G(L”/LEL)~image(COR)/COR(T) ‘v k”N -‘(1)/k” Jf’(UOn N--‘(l)), 
(16) 
where the maps COR and1 are those induced from COR and i by taking 
the quotients by LJ, T, and & N$( 1 ), respectively, in (13). It is clear that 
the components &: N;‘(l)/N,,~(l)+k’N~‘(l)/k”J~(U,nN~~’(l)) and 
ap: H?(G,)/T, + image(COR)/COR(T) remain injective. Thus L’ is 
abundant iff r = [k x N ~ ‘( 1) : k X Jf”] and also iff each r,, = sp/cp. 
Henceforth we consider the ring classfield K,, as in Section 2, for an 
order D of k invariant under G = G(k/Q). Since Lc I Kk the index r is an 
upper bound for the degree r(D) = [KG: KEL] = [gEL: .d], Similarly each 
local index r,, is an upper bound for the degree r,,(D) of the completion 
6, of Kn/k at p over its local genus field K*,, v. The local degrees r,(D) 
are determined in the same way as the rr; viz. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let D he an order of‘k invariant under G = G(k/Q). For 
each finite k-prime p, G( K&/K;.,) E N,;‘( 1 )/N;,k( 1 ), where N;.:,( 1 ) 
denotes the group N;‘( 1) n k x U,+ Ji”. 
Proof: KDlk is the classtield to the idele group V= k x lJA Ji” and 
k”U,fJ,dGnN-‘(l)=(U;nN ‘(l))(knN~‘(l))J~GsinceNU,+nQ=l. 
Thus arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2, V n N ‘( 1) corresponds to 
W= (n, W,) . ker COR in diagram (10) or (16). where W, is the subgroup 
of H,(G,) containing T, corresponding to k ’ Uz Jf” n N; ‘( 1) = 
(U; n N; ‘(1 ))(N;‘( 1 ) n k x J,““) 2 N$(l). In particular G(KD~~/K&,) z 
H,(G,)/ W, E N; ‘( l)/N,L( 1 ) as desired. 
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In addition as K, ~kx Q is a normal tower, the genus increase 
e,‘(D)= [U(O,): N;‘(l) U(D,)n U(O,)] can be determined from any 
one of the local components over p. Thus e,‘(D) = [Kz, p: Kz,,] = 
[U,: N;-‘(l) U(D,)n U,]. 
We shall say that the central classtield KD is virzg abundant if r(D) = r. 
This implies, of course, that each EL-genus of forms associated to the order 
D contains the maximal number r of rationally equivalent classes. In view 
of the injectivity of the component maps cc&p and f, in (16), r(D) = r iff 
each r,(D) = rp. Since KT; satisfies G( KE’- JKZ) ‘v NJ,, n Q ’ /Nk * by 
Theorem 1, a ring abundant KD is automatically abundant when LJ is. 
That ring abundant central classlields always exist is shown next. 
THEOREM 4. There exist invariant ordrrs D with r(D) = r(k/Q 1. For such 
D, G(KD/KF) z G(L”/LEL). 
Proof: Consider the projection map 7-r : J, + J,lk # U, Jlk. Since 
x(k# U,N ‘( 1)) is a finite subgroup of 7c(Jk), by arguing as Miyake in the 
proof of Theorem 5 in [ 161 we obtain a finite central ring class extension K 
of k/Q with G(K”/KEL) % G(L”/LEL). We now proceed to construct an 
invariant order D such that G(Ki/KkL) ? G(L”/LEL). 
Let Vz k” U,JfG correspond to K. Since P’ is an open subgroup of finite 
index in Jk, V contains a unit group 0 with the following properties: 
(i) O+=U, 
(ii) g( I??) = U for all 0 in G, 
(iii) for each rational prime p, On U(O,)= U, .n,,,, UL” for some 
integer i 3 0, 
(iv) for all but a finite number of the primes p, l?x U(0,). 
For each rational prime p, let D, be the order of k @ Q, generated by Z, 
and nP ,P pi, where Z, is diagonally embedded in k 0 QP as usual. It is 
readily checked that U(D,) = UP. nP ,,, Uk” and D, has conductor n,, ,,, p’. 
Since D,= 0, for all but a finite number of primes p by (iv), there 
corresponds a unique global order D with D 0 Z, = D, for each rational 
prime p. (See the remarks made in Section 2 concerning orders.). From 
properties (i)-(iii) it follows that D is invariant under G with U,+ = l?. Its 
ring classlield K, has central classfield KD corresponding to the idele group 
k X DJ,““. Since k# U,JiG c k X aJiG G V we find that L” 1 KF, 2 K. But 
G(L”/LEL) 2 G(K”/KEL) so G(KD/KEL) g G(L”/LEL) as desired. 
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5. STRUCTURE OF %'/& FOR INVARIANT ORDERS 
Here we examine more closely the structure of 3’/& and V/g when D is 
an order of k invariant under G = G(k/Q). We retain the notation of the 
previous sections. 
In view of the last theorem of Section 4 and the remarks that precede it, 
much of the structure of g/d and V/g is seen to depend directly on the 
local unit groups U(D,). The fact that U(D,) 3 UP is already restrictive 
enough as we shall see to considerably limit both the size of the local genus 
field Kg., of KL,, and the quotient H,(G,)/ W,? G(K>,,/Kg,,). With this 
goal in mind we next examine the structure of N;‘(l)/k;;lGp when p is 
tamely ramified in k/Q. 
For tamely ramified p, G, is metacyclic with H,(G,) cyclic of order 
SP dividing GCD(r,,.f,). (See Gerth [9, Lemmal], e.g.) Also 
E, = GCD(e,, p - 1) follows easily from local classfield theory. We have 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose k/Q is tamely ramified at p. If E,, = k, then 
N,~ ‘( l)/k;l”y is isomorphic to IiG,/Nkp,,,, k;;lG*‘. More generally, N; ‘( 1 )/kiGo 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of IiGp/NX,i.,p kfGp, and in particular, N; ‘( 1) is 
generated by kf”p and a primitive 2,(p’ - 1 )/( p - 1) root of unity in k,. 
Prooj: The proof uses elementary local classlield theory. For 
convenience we put N, = N,P:,P and N’ = NIP/o, for the remainder of this 
section. 
Consider the homomorphism p : N; ‘( 1 )/k;;‘“p -+ Z;;lGp/N, k;ZGp given by 
sending .Y -+ N, .uN, k;jGP/N, kffGp. Since Z,/Q, is cyclic N,(N;‘(l))& 
N’~‘(l)=Z~Gu so p is well defined. The kernel is N;‘(l)nk~GpN;-l(l)= 
ki”u since k,/I,, is cyclic. 
We compute the image of p next. From local classlield theory, the coset 
of Ii/N, k; represented by [ = exp(2rri/(p f - 1)) generates Ii/N, k; because 
k,/I,, is tamely ramified. Indeed the unit subgroup of N, k,” is (i’) . U, 
where U, consists of the units congruent to 1 modulo the prime ideal of I,. 
Hence Z,d’p/N, ktGg is generated by the cosets represented by the elements 
cr([)/[ for (T E G,/H, = G(ZJQ,). But o’([)/[ = i”‘- I for 1 d i <f, where c is 
the Frobenius automorphism of ZJQ,. Since p - 1 1 pi - 1 for i > 1 we find 
that IiGg/N, ktGp is generated by [ p ~ ‘. Let j be the smallest positive index 
such that i’“- ‘I, lies in N,(N; ‘( 1)). Clearly then the image of p is that 
sugroup of I,dGp/N, kt”p of index j. 
To determine j we first note that since k/Q is tamely ramified at p, that 
NY ‘( 1) is generated by k;ZGp and some power [’ for t I(p”- 1). This is 
readily seen in view of the remarks of Miyake and Ormerod [ 17, p. 541, by 
analyzing each l-primary component of N; ‘( 1 )/ktGp for primes I/p’- 1; 
and since N’[ = [‘p’P ‘V’P ‘) and N,c = c’. the norm Np[ equals 
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je(p’-l)‘(p-l) so t=(~-l)/GCD(e,,p-l)=(p-1)/2,. It follows that j 
equals et/( p - 1) = e,/?, . The proposition follows easily now. 
Since g is abelian it is natural to study each I-primary component %“l. 
For any prolinite abelian group A we denote its l-primary part by A”‘. The 
sizes v,(r,(D)) and v[(eT (D)) of the /-primary parts of NY ‘( l)/N$( 1) and 
U,/(N,- ‘( 1) U(D,) n U,), respectively, are shown to depend on the number 
of l-power roots of unity in N; ‘( 1) and k;lcv. The following corollary, 
immediate from the proposition above, gives that count for tamely 
ramified p. 
COROLLARY 3. Let k/Q be tamely ram$ed at p. Then 
vz(INp’(l)n~z(k,)l)=v,(~(~f-l)l(~-l)), 
v~(Ik~G~nMp)l) = v,(W- 1 )/(P- l))- vI(sp) 
and 
THEOREM 5. Let D be an order of k invariant under G and suppose 1 #p. 
(i) v,(e,+(D))bmin{v,(n)-v,(e,), v,(p- I)-v,(;,)). 
(ii) If H,(G,)“’ # 1 then 
i 
min(v,(s,)- v,(c,X vl(fiP)-vAp- 1)) 
v,(rJ = if vt(fi,)>v,(p- 1) or p=3 (mod4)ifl=2, (17) 
0 otherwise. 
If v,(r,(D)) > 0 then v,(e,‘(D)) = vr(p - 1) - v,(P,). 
The proof depends on two lemmas, the first one of which generalizes 
Miyake and Ormerod’s Theorem 1 in [ 171. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 1 #p and H2(Gp)(” # 1. Then any central extension 
M, of l-power degree of k,/Q, with M, #M,* must satisfy 
N,;,&z(M,*)) = 1. 
Proof: Suppose M, is a central extension of kp/Qp of l-power degree. 
Then M, is a central extension of MT/QP of l-power degree with trivial 
genus. The argument of Theorem 1 in [ 171 actually shows that unless 
M, = M,* then N,+t;,op(p,(M,*)) = 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let u be the largest non-negative index such that p = 2Uf ’ - 1 
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(mod 2”+z), where p is un oddprime. Then v,((p’- I)/(p- l))= vz(f‘)+u 
for any f= 0 (mod 2). 
As the proof of Lemma 2 is straightforward using elementary number 
theory, we omit it. 
Proof of‘ Theorem 5. (i) Under the assumption v,(p) =O, N, U,/ 
N,(N; ‘( 1) U(D,) n U,) has I-primary component N,pLl(kp)/Np(N,- ‘( 1) 
U(D,)n U, np,(ky)) by the remarks of Miyake and Ormerod [17, p. 541. 
Since U(l),) lpLI(Qp), v,(e,t(D)) is maximal when N,-‘( 1) U(L),) n U, n 
p,(k,) = p,(Q,)@. Thus v[(e,‘(D)) 6 v,[N,p,(k,): p,(Q,Y]. But from the 
proof of proposition 4, N,p,(k,) = (qC)(‘)= (yl’)(“for some primitivep- 1 
root of unity v]. Hence 
vdCN,~,(k,): cl,(Q,Yl) = min(v,(n) - am,, YAP- 1 I- v,(~,)} giving (iI. 
(ii) With vi(p) = 0 and H,(G,)“‘# 1 we have v!(n,) 3 2,/r 0 (mod I) 
and II p- 1, so 
v,((p’- I)/(p- l))= 
if1=2 
otherwise 
from elementary number theory, and Lemma 2 when I = 2. Thus by the 
corollary to Proposition 4, 
0,=v,(IN, ‘(l)“‘j)=v,(jN,l(l)np,(k,)l)= 
if1=2 
otherwise. (181 
Now 
Since v,( j(k”JfG n N; ‘( 1)) n p,(kp)l) = 0,- v,(sp) + vj(cp) by the corollary 
to Proposition 4 and v,( I N; ‘( 1) n pt( Q,) I) = min (v,(n,), v,( p - 1) } = 
min{v,(fi,), v,(p- 1)) we have 
~I=v~(IC(~“J~G~N~l(l))(~,~N~‘(l))l”’/) 
=max{0,-v,(s,)+v,(c,), min(v,(E,), v,(p- 1)).}. (19) 
If v,(E,) d v,(p - 1) and p E 1 (mod 4) in case of I = 2, then q,= v,(n,) and 
8,=v,(n,) so v,(r,)=8,-q,=O. On the other hand if v,(n”,)> v,(p- l), 
then qc = max { 8, - vI(sp) + v,(c,), v,(p - 1)) so vl(rp) = min { vl(sp) - v,(c,), 
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t),-v,(p-1)). This gives (17) even if I=2 and p=3(mod4) for 
then v,(p - 1) = 1 6 v,(fi,) and vz(sP) - v2(cP) 6 vJ&) < v*(fi,) d v,(fi,) + 
U- v,(p- 1) = 8,-vz(p- 1). Now just apply Lemma 1 to Ki,, when 
G,, #G,p to obtain the last statement of (ii). 
We now deal with the case of wild ramification, first stating some 
elementary facts of local classtield theory concerning ramification in abelian 
extensions of Q,. Let A4 be an abelian extension of Q, which is totally 
ramified and of degree I”. If I is odd, then M/Q( is cyclic of conductor I” + ‘. 
When I= 2 then M/Q2 is metacyclic or cyclic as N,,,?M” n Uz c lJ,C?l or 
not. In the first instance Q; JNM102 M” is isomorphic to the group of 
reduced residues modulo 2”+’ and 1 pLZ(M)I = 2”+ ‘. For the later case when 
M/Q2 is cychc, then NM,,oz M x determines exactly one of the following sub- 
groups r of reduced residues: 
(a) r=l,r={l}mod4 
(b) r=l,~=jl,3)or{~l}mod8 
(c) r>l,f is generated by -1 or -52”~‘mod2”+t’. 
(20) 
The corresponding values ) p2( M)I are 4, 2, and 2, respectively. 
Before stating the next result, we first prove the following lemma concer- 
ning galois extensions of Q,. Let LP denote the maximal abelian subfield of 
k,/Q, as before, putting G, = G(k,/Q,). 
LEMMA 3. Zf p = 2, H,(c?‘,)” # 1 and - 1 E N,k, then k, 2 
Q,(,/-3, 4,. 
Proof: Let R be the maximal abelian subfield of k, of f-power degree. 
Now - 1 lies in N R,C)2R x if - 1 E N,k, and H2(G(R/Q,)) s H2(Gp)“). Thus 
there is no loss of generality in assuming that k, is abelian of 2-power 
degree, say with e, = 2” and f2 = 2”. Now - 1 E N,k,, hence - 1 EN, U,, so 
it follows from the remarks just made concerning (20) that the inertia 
group H, E U,/N, U, is cyclic. Thus G, is abelian, noncyclic with a presen- 
tation of the form 
G,=(o,t:a’“=l,s~z-‘=o,z”=~*‘> with O<t<u, (21) 
where rs generates H, and r acts as the Frobenius automorphism in I,/Qz. 
From Gerth [9] the order of H,(G,) is min(2’, 2”), so both t and v are 
positive in (21) since H (G,) # 1. We assert that the subfield Y fixed by c2 
and r2 is Q,(,/?, ,,/$. Clearly it is biquadratic and contains the unique 
quadratic unramified extension Q,(,,/?). The rest follows from local 
classfield theory since - 1 E Nyie2 Y’. 
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Returning to the situation at hand we now prove 
THEOREM 6. Let D be an order of k invariant under G and suppose I= p. 
Then 
(i) v,(e,‘(D)) =0 if v:(n) =O; otherwise 
vde,‘(D)) < 
v,(n) - v,(p, 1 if 1 odd, 
v,(n) - v,(e”,) + 1 if 1=2. 
(ii) vl(rp) = vI(sp) - vie,). 
(iii) If v,(r,(D)) >0 with I= 2, - 1 E N,k,” and H,(c’,)“‘# 1, then 
v,(e,+(D)) 2 1. 
Proof. 
(i) Now the maximal abelian subfields RD. v and gP of K,,,,J& and 
k,/Q,~ respectively, ,have maximal subfields of l-power degree with inertia 
groups of order 1 v/(“p (II))+ ~i(~p;r) and /“/(Fp), Since p = 1 here we have 
q 1 l’l = ‘/‘lj’ + 11 for v>OifIisodd (22) 
and 
q = “b” + ‘1 for ~31 if /=2, (23) 
easily from elementary number theory. Since the I-primary component of 
UP is UJ’I, we have N,,(i(D,)“‘~N,Uj,‘]=(U~‘])” and 
~!.,(‘)“‘,t \‘I? ) I P < [U;“: N,,U(D,,)“‘] < [U;“: (U;“)“]. (24) 
Thus v,(e,‘(D)) = 0 whenever v,(n) = 0. If v,(n) > 0, then from (22) we find 
that v,(ej+(D))+ v,(P,,) <v,(n) if 1 is odd in (24) and from (23) that 
v,(e,t(D)) + v,(P,) < v,(n) + 1 if I= 2. This gives the result (i). 
(ii) Since U,, n N, ‘(1) is a subset of the set of roots of unity in QP, it 
follows that [(N, ‘(l)nk’JiG)(U,nN, ‘(l))]“‘= [(N~‘(l)nk”J~“)](‘~ 
(,n,(Q)nN;‘(l)). But the set pl(Q,)nN;‘(l)= [l} or [+l i as 1 is odd 
or 1=2, and in any case, is contained in (N&T ‘( 1) n k rJiG)“). Thus v,(r,,) = 
\T/(.y,, ) - v,(c,,). 
(iii) Here we apply Miyake and Ormerod’s results [ 171 to the case I= 2 
where ~ 1 EN, k,. Their argument in Corollaries 1 and 2 [ 17. p. 561 easily 
extends to show that if v,(r,(D))>O then vz(e:(D))>O unless there is an 
element .Y of Ut’l for which 
N,s= -1 with .Y’ E “z”p (25) 
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holds. We assert that under the additional hypothesis H,(G,)‘” # 1 here, 
that no element of Ub’l satisfies (25) and thus vz(e: (D)) B 1 as desired. To 
establish this claim, first note that in view of the lemma k, contains 
Q,(,/z). Let J be the subgroup of G, fixing Q(a), say with (T 
representing the nontrivial coset of G,/J. Then for x E Uill with N,x = - 1 
we have N,x = nIrcJ r(x2) m(x)/~(x) = - 1, or 
N,x2~a(N,x)/N,x= -1, (26) 
where N, denotes the norm map from k,, to Q2(fi). 
We now suppose that also 1y2 E ktGp, then N,.Y’ E (Nokp)AG~iJ which 
implies that - 1 E (N,k,) *G~‘J by (26). However, since v2(f2) = u >O, k, 
contains the unique unramified extension of Q?(d) of degree 2“, and thus 
N,k; G (2”-‘) .J?/, where %! is the unit group of Q2(fi). Consequently 
-1 G%k,) AGp’J is of the form a(a)/<4 for some unit u in 1’2. But as direct 
computation shows, this is not so. Thus no element of U,5’1 satisfies (25) as 
claimed. 
The proof of Theorem 6 is now complete. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let k, and k, be the quartic cyclic sublields of the 
cyclotomic fields Q(exp(2zi/13)) and Q(exp(2zi/17)). The compositum 
h- = k, kz has G = G(k/Q) = Z/42 @ Z/42 and sole noncyclic decomposition 
group G, E Z/420 Z/22 for p = 13 where e,3 =4 and fi3 = 2. By 
Theorem 5 the genus increase e&(D) = 1 for any invariant order D. Further 
since slj = 2 and c,~ = 1 here, y13 = 2. Note that the Hasse norm principle 
fails for k (apply Theorem 3 of [8]) so [KL : Kg] 3 2 for any order D; in 
fact Ki 2 k(d), where d = - 15 + 4fi (see the theorem of Redei- 
Reichardt p. 240 in [4]). In particular Kg is an abundant central extension 
of k/Q iff v,,(D) = 2 by the remarks following Proposition 3 of Section 4. 
For a specific example, take the invariant order D’ of conductor f = (13) 
which corresponds to the order n,, ,3 D, of k @ Q13 for which each D, is 
the local order generated by p and Z,,. Since the ramification at p = 13 is 
tame, it follows from the proof of Proposition 4, that N; ‘( 1) is generated 
here by k;l”v and any primitive eight root of unity in k, (since 
v2(e(pf- l)/(p- 1))=3). But U(D;)nN;‘(l)= U,,Uk’lnN;‘(l) con- 
tains no eight root of-unity; so Y,~(D’) = 2 by Proposition 3. Thus the 
central classlield KL, is abundant. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of the invariants of the ring 
class group %. Now the group of genera %?/?? is isomorphic to TD/%” (as 
mentioned in section 2) so its invariants are easily obtained by a recipe 
similar to Garbanati’s in [7, Theorem 31. Consequently we shall restrict 
our attention to computing the invariants of 9/&‘, and in particular to the 
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case k/Q is abelian, where an explicit formulation can be given. For this 
purpose it is enough to consider each maximal subfield of prime f-power 
degree separately to determine %/& . (‘) Thus we may assume throughout 
the remainder of this section that G is abelian of prime-power order I’. Say 
G is generated by elements g,, . . . . g, with ord(g,)/ ord(g,+ ,) for 1 6 i 6 t. 
Then the second exterior product A’G is generated by the elements g, A g, 
of order equal ord( gd) with 1 6 d < d’ 6 t, and is naturally identified with 
H,(G) [19]. Through the analogous local identifications of A’G, with 
H,(G,), the central ring classfield KY) corresponds to a subgroup W= 
(Ll, W,).kerCORELI, A’G,, with W, c A’G, as in Proposition 3, and 
G(KD/KE) e A’G/COR( W) % A’G/COR(LI,, W,). (Here we use COR to 
also denote the induced map from LT, A’G, to A’G after making the iden- 
tifications; namely, (..., .Y, A J’~, . . . ) + C, s, A J’,.) For each p with G, non- 
cyclic, let h, in G, coincide with the Frobenius of I,,/&. In most cases H, 
is cyclic, say generated by hb, so h, A hb generates A’G, and some multiple 
v,, of h, A hb generates W,. In the exceptional case when H, is noncyclic, 
p= I= 2 and H, is generated by two elements hi and h’,‘. so A’G, is 
generated by hz A hi, h, A 115 and hi A hi (11, may equal unity). Then W, 
has at most three generators ~1~) \r2 and M’~ satisfying say 
~‘,=a,,(& A h;) +a,,(h, A h;) + a,,(h; A /I;) (16i63). (27) 
Following Garbanati [7], we put lzp = n g>fip’ and 11; = n g:1;“““. Then 
In the exceptional case we suppress the p in x,, and J’,, when convenient and 
Seth; = n gy. There 
and 
so 
IV,= c b,(d,d’)(g,Ag,,) (l<i<3), (30) 
l<d<dCI 
where b;(d, d’) = a,r(x,y,. - xd. yd) + ur2(xdzrl’ - xd’zd) + a,,(y,z,. -yd’-ld). 
To compute the invariant factors of A’G/COR( W) form the following 
matrix P whose $t( t - 1) columns are ordered lexicographically by the pairs 
(d, d’) with 1 gd<d’,<t: 
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(i) The first $(t- 1) rows of P form a diagonal submatrix whose 
(d, d’) diagonal entry is ord(g,). 
(ii) For each prime p for which G, is noncyclic and H, cyclic, add a 
row whose (d, 8) entry is up(xd(p) y&(p) - xd.(p)yd(p)). 
(iii) In the exceptional case, add the additional rows (..., h,(d, d), . ..) 
(161’63). 
It is clear that the invariant factors of n’G/COR( W) match those ( # 1) 
of P. 
Thus we have shown 
THEOREM 7. Suppose k/Q is ahelian of prime power order I”. The 
invariants qf 31~~’ are those ( # 1) qf the matrix P defined by (i)-(iii). 
6. BIQUADRATIC EXTENSIONS 
Here we apply the theory of the previous two sections to the simplest 
noncyclic case: biquadratic fields. Assume throughout that k is a 
biquadratic field, say containing the three quadratic subfields of dis- 
criminant d,, d, and d3. Then k has discriminant S = d, dzdJ, a perfect 
square. 
Let D be an order of k invariant under G = G(k/Q) of conductor f. Since 
f is a rational ideal it will be convenient to treat f as a product of rational 
primes here. From Theorems 5 and 6 we obtain bounds for the genus 
increase e,f (II) and size of %/.d. 
PROPOSITION 5. For any odd prime p ) f the increase e,+(D) never exceeds 
4. In particular 
1 
=l if p-3 (mod4) and e,=2 
e,‘(D) <2 if p=l (mod4) and eP=2,0rp=3(mod4) and e,=l 
<4 zf p = 1 (mod 4) and e, = 1. 
The increase e:(D) < 8/e,. 
The above bound actually holds for any order D invariant or not. Since 
KT, c Kg. if D ID’, merely replace D by any invariant order D’ c D in the 
proof of the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6. Zf there is a prime p = 1 (mod 4) for which G, = G, then 
r(k/Q) = 1 so Kg = KE for any invariant order D. Otherwise r(k/Q) = 2 so 
there exist inuarianl orders D for which K”, is abundant. 
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Proof. From Theorems 5 and 6 we find that for p with G, = G (so 
H2( G,) = H2( G) # 1) that 
rp = r,WlQ) = 
1 if p- 1 (mod4) 
2 
otherwise. 
(31) 
Since each corresponding s,, = 2 and cp = 1, it follows from the remarks 
made after Proposition 2 in Section 4. that the maximal central ring class 
extension L” of k/Q is abundant iff r(k/Q) = 2 iff each rp = 2 in (31). The 
proposition is clear now in view of theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 4. Let D be an invariant order of k. I” r(k/Q) = 2, then Kg 
is abundant if and only if rp( D) = 2 for each p with G, = G. 
The case - 1 E N,k, for p = 2 requires special attention in accord with 
(iii) of Theorem 6. By Lemma 3 this situation arises precisely when 
k, = Q&k ,,f%. Th en e:(D) > 1 if r*(D) = 2. We state a stronger 
result. 
PROPOSITION 7. In the exceptional case for p = 2 when k, = 
Q,(&, fi), if r?( D) = 2 then K&, 2 Q,(n). 
Proof: The argument here depends on some tricky yet elementary 
manipulations using the arithmetic of Q:($, 0). We may choose the 
elements (1, [, J5. ($1 f or a Z,-free basis of the order 0, = O,, where 
i + 2[= fl. Routine calculation shows that N, US’] G Ui31, while 1, 
l+& l+i& I-:‘$ can be chosen to represent the cosets of 
U5’l/lJ~zl and 1, [, [’ for U,IU, . [‘I Of these elements each has norm 1 
except for the conjugates 1 + (4 and 1 - [‘& which have norm 7. 
Moreover, each element of ULzl has the form I + 2y[ + 2: $ + 2.u[ & for 
.Y E U, and ~1, I, M’ E Z,, and conversely. 
Now suppose r?(D) = 2. By Proposition 5 and from (iii) of Theorem 6, 
e:(D) = 2 or 4. We assert that K;S, p - ~Q~(fi).Ife$(D)=4thisistrivial 
from genus theory. So suppose e+(D) = 2 but fl& Kr),p. Using genus 
theory [12, 141 we find that, in this instance, the inertia group of Kg,, 
corresponds to the unit norm subgroup N2 U(Dz) equal to (7) . @“I or 
( - 1) . Ui41. Since K D,p is a central extension of K&/Qz, the argument 
used in the proof of (iii) of Theorem 6 shows that the last choice is not 
feasible. Thus there is a unit u of D2 with N2fl = 7. From the computations 
recorded above we find that 66 lies in the coset (1 + [$) Ui27 or 
(1 - [?a) Vi’]. Due to the invariance of D, we may assume both 
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t/=(1+~,,15)(~+2y~+2~~+2~~~) and ~=(l +[‘J?)(x+~JJ~~+ 
2z$+ 2~<‘$) lie in D, for some XE Uz and y, z, u’ E 2,. Equivalently, 
~=(~-44w)+(2y+4~-4w)~+(2~-2y)fi+(.~-2~~+2w~)~jZ, (32) 
and 
~=(.u-2y-4z)-(.2y+4z-4w)~ 
+(2z-x-2w~)&(.Y-2y+2l4~)~J5. (33) 
Our aim here is to produce a unit in D, of norm lying in 9. Ug“], thereby 
eliminating the choice N, U(D,) = (7) . @“I. This would contradict the 
assumption ,/-1$ Kg. L,, to prove the proposition. To this end we treat 
the cases y $ U,, y E U, separately. 
Casey+ U2. Here 1+2(u-x+4w)eU(D2) and N,(l +2(~-x+$M~))= 
N2(1+4(y+2z-4~~)~+4(~-y),,6?+2(.~-2y+2w~)iv/Z)-9 (mod16) 
by direct computation. 
Case u + c =2(.x- 1'- 2r- 2w)f (4z- 2ps- 2w) 
j’z E D2, ~~‘~~‘,$~yb2- From (32) we -thus have 
2ai+ji& Dz, where a=>~+2:-2~~and~=.~-2y+2rr~liein U2. 
(34) 
Multiplying in (34) by fl and separately by xJ2 then subtracting, gives 
(fl’-2a2) [fie Dz. Thus <&ED, and so is $(&,/?) = 2:. Finally 
1 f 2< is an element of U(D,) of norm 9. 
The proof of the proposition is now complete 
Next, we turn our attention to the problem of constructing ring abun- 
dant central classfields of k/Q when r(k/Q) = 2. For any invariant order D 
of conductor f with KD abundant, there exists (by remarks previously made 
in Section 1) a unique invariant order D' of conductor f’ divisible precisely 
by the primes p for which r,, = 2, with 
D;= DP for plf’ 
0, for p j f’. 
The central classfield KD. is abundant and K",, G KD, so KEj is just the com- 
positum KL.Kz. Thus for our purposes, we assume without any loss of 
generality that D is an invariant order whose conductor i is divisible only 
by primes p for which rp = 2, and whose central classfield is abundant. The 
distinct abundant central classfields KD which arise in this way are readily 
seen to be finite in number, given the genus restrictions imposed by 
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Proposition 5. They can be constructed, at least in theory, using classtield 
theory. The situation is simplest when the discriminant 6 is odd. Before 
describing this case in detail we make some preliminary remarks concern- 
ing dihedral extensions. 
Any normal extension M/Q, whose galois group is the dihedral group 
D,, is seen to be a splitting field of some polynomial t4 - at2 + b over Z 
with b. u’ - 4b, and b(a’ - 4b) each not squares [ 151. The biquadratic field 
k is contained in M iff 
LI’ - 46 = (1, .I? and b=dz$ (35) 
for some choice of integers s, y and quadratic field discriminants d,, LI, 
associated to k. Assuming a presentation of DA of the form (CJ, z 1 o4 = 1, 
T2= 1, TfTT=(T I ), we may take cs as the action defined by 
where 0 k = (a &- $?%)/2, and r as fixing the subfield Q(A). We 
deduce the diagram of correspondences from Galois theory. 
(36) 
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The subfield kO fixed by CJ is incidently the quadratic field Q(h). 
Moreover the unique second degree character of D, is the one induced by 
either character of G(M/k,) of order 4. It follows from the conductor- 
discriminant formula of analytic number theory that 
disc M = d, d, d, . F’. (37) 
where F is the absolute norm from k, to Q of the conductor 9 of the cyclic 
extension M/k,. 
Equations (35) immediately yield the following norm criteria for the 
existence of a dihedral extension M containing k. 
PROPOSITION 8. There exist dihedral e.utensions M/Q which contain k !f 
and only if at least one of the quadratic ,field discriminants d, (1 d i < 3) 
associated to k is a norm from some a(&.) ,for i #,j. 
Proof: We need only observe that (35) is equivalent to solving 
a’-d,x-4d2y2=0 (38) 
in integers a, x, and ~9. 
Most of the above discussion holds equally well when the base field Q is 
replaced by any field of characteristic not equal to 2 (except (37), of 
course). In particular, applying Proposition 8 for the case of local tileds 
yields 
PROPOSITION 9. There is a unique dihedral e.utension qf Q, ij p = 3 
(mod 4); none exists ifp = 1 (mod 4). Dihedral e.utensions of Q2 exist which 
contain any given biquadratic extension k,/Q, except k, = Q2($, &?). 
Proof: To settle the question of existence one needs only to compute 
the local Hilbert symbols (di, d,), for i<j to decide the solvability of (38) 
in Q, [2, p. 563, where the d, (1 <i< 3) are the quadratic field dis- 
criminants associated to the biquadratic field k,. A routine calculation 
shows none of these symbols equals 1 if p E 1 (mod 4) or if 
k, = Q,(& fl) when p = 2. In the remaining cases at least one such 
symbol equals 1 implying the existence of a dihedral extension containing 
k,. These are enumerated together with each corresponding distinguished 
quadratic field k,: 
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Biquadratic field tdi, dj)p = l Quadratic field k, 
a,,(&, fi), p = 3 (mod 4) (-PlP), Qp(J-1) 
Q,(,/=, ,:‘I-51 t-8, 241~ QAfi) 
Q,(V- I,&% (-3, 1212 Q&h 
f-4, -3)z Q&h 
Q,c& fi) (12, 241, Q,(&) 
PA&% $1 (-8. 12), Q,(fi) 
Qz(fi> &I t-24, -4h Q&, 
( - 24,24)2 Qz(fl) 
Q,(fi, fi) t-4,8), Q,Cfl, 
(8. -X)1 QAfl) 
It remains to establish uniqueness in the case p = 3 (mod 4). For this 
purpose we first determine all cyclic fourth degree extensions M of 
Q&J-1) h. h w rc contain k, and are normal over Q, with G(M/Q,) non- 
abelian. Any such extension must be totally ramified over Q,(n) since 
Q,(n) is unramified over Q,,. It follows from classfield theory, that 
M/Q,,(G) is the classtield to a norm subgroup of the form 
(u’p) . u4 for 0 = 0 or 2, (39) 
where +Y denotes the unit group of Q,(n) and u is a fixed coset 
representative generating %Vll/Z”. The fact that D # 1 or 3 in (39) is due to 
the normality of M/Q,. Indeed, since U, c dU4 and ~E%Y’ the 
generating unit u must have the form x +~fi for some choice of 
integers x, J prime to p. Consequently, the coset tc .ua4 # z .ua4, where 
f/ = .Y - y JT, since UZ E UP c 6V4. 
We claim that of the two choices of norm subgroups in (39) the case 
v = 0 yields a dihedral extension M/Q, while the alternative LI= 2 gives a 
quaternionic one. Since the dihedral and the quaternion groups are the 
only possibilities for G(M/Q,) h ere, our assertion will follow once we show 
that M/Q, dihedral implies v = 0 in (39). 
If M/Q, is dihedral, however, then M is the splitting field of some 
polynomial t4 - at2 + b satisfying (35) with d, = -d, = fp since 
Q,($i) = Q,(J-l, 1 n particular b = +-p?c’ is a norm from M to 
Q,(,/=k since UP c @’ this implies that p is also a norm, and con- 
sequently M’ E Ua4 in (39). Thus v = 0 which demonstrates our claim. 
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This completes the argument to establish that there is but one dihedral 
extension of Qp when p = 3 (mod 4). 
We are now ready to discuss the situation mentioned before for ring 
abundant central classtields of k/Q when r(k/Q) = 2. For simplicity we 
assume that the discriminant 6 is odd. (The case with 6 even can be han- 
dled similarly though the results are not quite so elegant.) Fix an invariant 
order D with 
conductor f divisible only by primes p for which Y,, = 2, and abundant KD. 
(40) 
Then KT, = Kg by (31) and Proposition 5. For any prime p dividing f 
(necessarily p= 3 (mod 4) since r,=2), we find that KE,, =k, = 
Q,(J-P> fi) since G(K,*/Q) has exponent two from genus theory [ 141 
and U, c Vi. Consequently K&/Q, is a normal octic, nonabelian exten- 
sion as r,(D) = 2. In fact G(K&/Q,) is dihedral. As G, = G this follows 
easily from the deep result [20, p. 2761 of Shaferavich and Weil that the 
transfer map from G(KO,/Q) to G is trivial since Kx U; I J,. 
We have the following characterization of the central classlields Kn. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose k is biquadratic of odd discriminant with 
r(k/Q)=2, and D is an invariant order satisfying (40). [f D’ is any other 
invariant order also satis-ing (40), then KDs = KD. In particular, the central 
classfield KD is that unique central estension of k/Q of conductor 
f,, = n,= z p which is 
(i) quadratic over K,*, and 
(ii) normal over Q ulith decomposition group D, at each pi f,,. 
Proof: Let a be any invariant order contained in both D and D’ and 
also satisfying (40). Then KE contains KL and KD.. But Kg = Kg = 
K& = K,*, so an easy index calculation implies that Kb = KD = K;.. 
To demonstrate the final statement of the theorem it is enough to show 
that a central extension K of k/Q of conductor f. satisfying (i) and (ii) 
above is the central classlield of some invariant order D satisfying (40). We 
assert that the idele subgroup V of Jk which corresponds to K/k contains 
J, so that K is a ring classfield of k/Q. To establish this we need only show 
that VZ U,. If K/k is unramified at p, then clearly VI U,,. On the other 
hand if p 1 f. then locally K/Q is dihedral at p. From the proof of 
Proposition 9 and by the translation theorem of classfield theory we find 
that 
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Thus v 3 &in,,, U, = U,, and consequently K is a ring classlield as 
claimed. 
By slightly modifying the argument used in the construction in the proof 
of Theorem 4, it is possible to produce an invariant order D satisfying (40) 
with K, 3 K. Since K is a central extension of k/Q with [K: K,*] = 2, it 
easily follows that KD = K. The proof is now complete. 
We next consider some special cases of theorem 8 with K,* = k. 
COROLLARY 5. Let k = Q(&. fi) with primes p = q = 3 (mod 4). 
[f D is an invariant order .satisxSng (40) then Kb is the unique dihedral 
e.utension of Q containing k which is ramtyied precisely at cc, p and q. 
COFOLLARY 6. Let k = Q(&, &) with primes p = q = 1 (mod 4) and 
(p/q) = 1. For an)! invuriant order D of k, the central classfield Kn = K2,. Ki. 
In particular, K;j is the unique dihedral extension of Q which is unramfied 
over k. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let k = Q(fi, G) and D the invariant order 
generated over Z by the basis (1,3[, 3(1 +;‘I-j)/2.31(1 +fi,izj. - 
where [ = ( - 1 + J- 3)/2. The conductor of D is f = (3), and locally D, is 
the order generated by p’ and Z,. We assert that KE is abundant, so that 
by Corollary 5, Ki is the unique dihedral extension of Q containing k 
ramified at cxj, 3, and 7; that is Ka = k(,/?j) where 0 = (3 + fi)/2. (The 
choice of sign in 0 = ( + 3 + &)/2 is made to ensure that k(,/7j)/Q is 
unramified at 2.) Indeed, this follows since rj(D) = 2 by arguing as in 
Example 2, and since p= 3 is the only prime for which rP = 2 here. Since 
the genus classlield KT, = k we have % = %’ and [Y: .d] = 2. Incidently, a 
straightforward computation shows that [E+; E,f ] = 9 so that h, = 4 and 
thus 1 U/G! 1 = 2. 
Since U,,/U[‘l for p = 3 is cyclic generated by 1 + fl we may take the 
D-ideal A de&mined by the principal O-ideal (( 1 + $?)/2) as a coset - 
representative for the nontrivial class in %/zZ. With { 1, [, (1 + J- 7)/2, 
if1 + J-?)/21 as a fixed basis for 0, the D-ideal A has an oriented basis 
{ 2, 61, 3( 1 + Vf?)/2, c( 1 + fl)/2). The forms (8) corresponding to the 
chosen bases for D and A are 
f,(.u, J’, z, w) = N(.u + 31’1 + 3z( 1 + JY)/2 + 3w[( 1 + J5)/2) 
and 
fJ.x, I', 2, w) = iN(2.x + 6-v[+ 3z( 1 + fi)/2 + 3w<( 1 + ,/?/2), 
respectively. A given prime p # 3, 7 is rationally represented by one of the 
above forms iff (p/3) = (p/7) = 1. Such a prime p is represented by fi or f2 
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according as the minimal polynomial t4 - 3t2 - 3 for fi factors completely 
or not modulo p (essentially Theorem 6 of [lo]). 
EXAMPLE 4. Let k = Q(,/?, J-91). H ere r,,=2 for p= 3 only, and 
Theorem 8 applies. By inspection we find a solution (35) for d, = 273 and 
d, = - 3 with a = - 15 and b = - 12, which yields a dihedral extension of Q 
containing k which is ramified only at 00, 3, 7, and 13. In particular, 
any abundant central classfield K”, 2 Q(fi, fi, ,/?), where 
0=(-15+&??)/2. A similar situation arises whenever the abundant 
central classiield K”, in Theorem 8 splits at k. 
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